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Listening Part 2

You have 40 seconds to read the 
questions in Part 2.

Listen and choose the best option.

1. What is the woman’s name?

A) Mazig

B) Emaziq

C) Maziq

D) Mazeq

E) Meziq

2. What time does Danny get up?

A) 07:30

B) 07:00

C) 07:45

D) 08:15

E) 08:45

3. What does Lucy have?

A) A doll

B) A ball

C) A hat

D) Ice cream

E) A dog

4. What is Tony doing?

A) He’s driving the train.

B) He’s reading the paper.

C) He’s doing something on the laptop.

D) He’s moving to Birmingham.

E) He’s helping Alice.

5. What is the woman’s phone number?

A) 855932

B) 855732

C) 859932

D) 855923

E) 855723

6. Why does Julia prefer to buy clothes from
the website?

A) Because they are fashionable.

B) Because they are men’s clothes.

C) Because it is faster.

D) Because it is cheaper.

E) Because they are slow.

Listening Part  1

You have 30 seconds to read the 
questions in Part 1.

Listen and choose the best option.
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7. How did the woman travel to work this
morning?

A) By car

B) By train

C) By bus

D) From the station

E) By university bus

8. What does the speaker think about the
advertisements of beauty products?

A) She believes in advertisements.

B) She is influenced by them.

C) She likes spending money on designer
labels.

D) She doesn’t prefer watching the
advertisements.

E) She doesn’t believe in their promises.

9. Which of these qualities does the speaker
NOT talk about his flatmate?

A) He is always tidy.

B) He puts the dishes back after washing.

C) He is always honest.

D) He cares about the order of his books.

E) He puts his books on the floor.

10. The speaker wasn’t bored because
______________.

A) she wasn’t hungry

B) she walked a lot

C) she found water

D) she saw many different things

E) she got plants to eat

Listening Part 3

You have 60 seconds to read the questions 
in Part 3.

Listen and choose the best option.

11. A boy is telling a friend about a new
shopping mall. What impressed him
about it?

A) Different things to buy

B) The attitude of the staff

C) The cheaper things to buy
D) The location of the mall

E) The number of shop assistants

12. Two friends are talking about their
classrooms at school. What do they agree
about?

A) None of the classes needs painting.

B) Only some classes should be painted.

C) All classes should be painted to look the
same.

D) They wonder who wants to sit in a pink
class.

E) The colour of the classes is boring at the
moment.

13. Two friends are talking about a TV quiz
show. What did the boy feel about it?

A) Surprised that he could answer all the
questions

B) Disappointed by little knowledge of people
in it

C) Amused by the presenter’s jokes

D) Happy that it was about history of sport

E) Glad that the people knew a lot about sport
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14. Two friends are talking about a drama
club they go to. What do they like BEST
about it?

A) Speaking and singing skills they learn
there

B) The people they talk to there

C) The things they discuss there

D) The new guys joined the club

E) Interesting conversations they have

15. A girl is telling a friend about a class
presentation she has to give. How is she
feeling about it?

A) Worried about how much to practice

B) Nervous about using the equipment

C) Unhappy about her choice of topic

D) Excited about things she’s going to say

E) Grateful that she will use a video

Grammar

For questions 16-30, choose the best 
option to fill the space.

16. My parents will sell ______ car and buy a
house.

A) them

B) theirs

C) their

D) they

E) themselves

17. Look at the sign! You can’t _______ food
here.

A) bring

B) brought

C) to bring

D) bringing

E) never bring

18. I ____________ home very late when I
have extra work.

A) come sometimes

B) sometimes come

C) sometimes comes

D) doesn’t come sometimes

E) don’t come sometimes

19. A: How many months _________ in a
year?
B: Twelve

A) there are

B) are there

C) is there

D) aren’t there

E) there is

20. That country ________ very poor 50 years
ago.

A) be

B) were

C) is

D) are

E) was
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21. My daughter is sick and she is sleeping.
You __________ make a noise.

A) must

B) might

C) should

D) couldn’t

E) mustn’t

22. Sam loves his job. He __________ as a
taxi driver since he was 25.

A) works

B) has worked

C) worked

D) is working

E) have worked

23. There are a lot of street cats _________
my mother takes care of because she
loves cats.

A) which

B) who

C) where

D) what

E) whose

24. I live in  _________ part of the town. I
don’t have to use different forms of
transportation to go to work.

A) the best

B) good

C) better

D) best

E) the most

25. We get along well with my colleagues. We
don’t have _______ problems at work.

A) much

B) a lot

C) some

D) any

E) no

26. The important presentation _____ in the
marketing department now, so you can
ask any question about the presentation
to the marketing team.

A) is being prepared

B) was prepared

C) has been prepared

D) had been prepared

E) can be prepared

27. By the time I arrived at the party, all of the
guests _____ dancing so I couldn’t find
anybody to dance.

A) start

B) started

C) will start

D) have started

E) had started

28. We _____ take any notes in the class
because we record the lesson so we may
listen to the recording later and study at
home.

A) shouldn’t

B) mustn’t

C) may not

D) can’t

E) don’t have to
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29. We could go fishing together unless my
father _____ at the weekend.

A) has to work

B) will have to work

C) don’t have to work

D) had to work

E) didn’t have to work

30. The woman _____ I was sitting next to on
the bus was constantly gossiping on the
phone.

A) __

B) where

C) whose

D) which

E) what

Vocabulary

For questions 31-45, choose the best 
word or phrase to fill the space.

31. My grandpa __________ to the news on
the radio every morning.

A) reads

B) watches

C) hears

D) sees

E) listens

32. A: Oh! Something smells so nice.
B: Yes. It’s coming from the _________.
Mum’s making a ginger carrot cake.

A) sofa

B) oven

C) fridge

D) shelf

E) stall

33. My husband’s mum is my __________.

A) mother

B) stepmother

C) great grandmother

D) mother-in-law

E) grandmother

34. The next-door neighbours will _________
all their furniture because they are really
_______.

A) find / expensive

B) buy / easy

C) keep / dirty

D) clean / cheap

E) change / old

35. You should stay away from junk food like
_______ and ________.

A) grapes / bread

B) onions / hamburgers

C) peaches / butter

D) French fries / spinach

E) crisps / cookies

36. The _________ for the winning team is a
million dollar! We have to be successful.

A) prize

B) celebration

C) event

D) licence

E) race
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37. My younger brother never gets scared
while watching horror films. He is very
________.

A) angry

B) frightened

C) amazed

D) brave

E) afraid

38. We are going to ________ a chicken for
dinner. My grandmother doesn’t prefer it
boiled.

A) put

B) roast

C) sell

D) feed

E) count

39. The museum closes at 17:30. All the
_______ must leave the building before
that.

A) adults

B) members

C) visitors

D) assistants

E) passengers

40. After the rain started, she used her
umbrella to ___________ herself from
getting wet.

A) wash

B) protect

C) make

D) encourage

E) find

41. After the magician's trick, the rabbit
_____from the hat and the children got
surprised when they couldn’t see it.

A) disappeared

B) emerged

C) appeared

D) departed

E) arrived

42. The country has a diverse population due
to its history of _____.

A) communication

B) education

C) immigration

D) celebration

E) exploration

43. The museum had an impressive
collection of _____ artworks that showed
the country's rich cultural heritage.

A) remote

B) national

C) bright

D) natural

E) technological

44. I wanted to go on a picnic this weekend,
but _____, the weather forecast predicts
rain.

A) entirely

B) normally

C) constantly

D) quickly

E) unfortunately
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45. Because I don’t know where it is, I need
to _____ the address of the restaurant
before we leave for dinner tonight.

A) look up

B) bring up

C) check out

D) come across

E) sort out

Reading

Answer questions 46-50 according to the 
passage below.

Gagan gets up at 4 in the morning. He works 
as a tourist guide. He doesn’t have a big 
breakfast, usually a piece of fruit and a cup 
of tea. But he says he doesn’t feel much 
hungry. He leaves home two hours later and 
goes to the guest house and meets his 
tourist group. He helps them with their bags, 
and he puts extra food and water on his 
horse. They walk all morning and stop for 
lunch at about 12. Gagan makes lunch for 
the group; he doesn’t eat meat, so they have 
a simple vegetable dish. Then, they walk all 
afternoon to a new guest house before dark. 
Because when it gets dark, you can see 
some wild animals around. Then, they have 
soup or rice for dinner. Gagan doesn’t go 
home for two to three days when it snows or 
rains a lot.

46. What time does Gagan leave home?

A) At 4 a.m.

B) At 4 p.m.

C) At 6 a.m.

D) At 6 p.m.

E) At 12 at midday.

47. What does Gagan eat for lunch?

A) A piece of fruit

B) Meat

C) Vegetable dish

D) Rice

E) Soup

48. What does Gagan NOT do during the trip?

A) He helps with the bags.

B) He makes breakfast for the tourist group.

C) He prepares lunch for the group.

D) He takes the tourists to a new guest
house.

E) He guides the people in the group.

49. Why do they go to a new guest house
before dark?

A) Because they need to wake up early.

B) Because they have dinner together.

C) Because it snows a lot.

D) Because he can’t go back home.

E) Because it becomes dangerous at that
time.

50. What happens when the weather is bad?

A) Gagan stays in the guest house for more
days.

B) The tourists stay in the first guest house.

C) They all go back to their homes.

D) Gagan takes extra food and water.

E) They continue walking all day.
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Answer questions 51-55 according to the 
passage below.

John Lennon was a member of the famous 
band, the Beatles. He wrote some of the 
greatest hits of the 20th century. John had 
an unhappy childhood. His father left home 
when he was five. When he was 17, his 
mother died in a car crash. He went to high 
school in Liverpool in 1956 where he met 
George Harrison and Paul McCartney and in 
1960, they started a band called Beatles. 
They became famous in 1963 after doing 
more than 200 concerts. However, they 
stopped playing live concerts because the 
audience was making too much noise that 
nobody could hear the music. They 
continued to record songs. The last album 
that they recorded together was Abbey 
Road. John Lennon married artist Yoko Ono 
in 1969 and in 1970 the Beatles broke up 
because of this. John and Yoko moved to 
New York and together they recorded their 
album Double Fantasy. He was killed a 
month later by Mark Chapman who shot 
John outside his apartment. Two days before 
his murder, Lennon told an interviewer: “I will 
always feel safe in New York, I can go 
everywhere. It has been my home.”

51. Why did Lennon have an unhappy
childhood?

A) He had to live in Liverpool.

B) His father left and he lost his mother.

C) He didn’t like his friends at school.

D) He couldn’t start his band.

E) He had to stop live concerts.

52. John Lennon started the Beatles
____________.

A) when his mother died

B) after doing live concerts

C) in 1956

D) together with his friends from high school

E) in New York

53. When did the Beatles become famous?

A) In 1960

B) Three years after starting the band

C) When they started recording

D) After stopping live concerts

E) After their last album

54. What was the reason of the Beatles’
breaking up?

A) John Lennon’s moving to New York.

B) Because they stopped doing live concerts.

C) His murder near his apartment.

D) The failure of their last album.

E) His marriage to Yoko Ono.

55. Double Fantasy was ______________.

A) his first and last album with his wife

B) recorded before the Beatles broke up

C) recorded with his friends

D) the Beatles’ album after Abbey Road

E) famous after Lennon’s death
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Answer questions 56-60 according to the 
passage below.

One of the subjects at my school is called 
Media Studies. As a part of the course, our 
class recently visited a nearby university to 
meet Media Studies students there and do a 
project with them. After having a quick tour 
of the university, we were taken to the Media 
Studies department’s TV studio. It was 
bigger than I had expected, with rows of 
comfortable seats for the audience and 
amazing technology – just how I imagine a 
proper studio to be. We took our seats and 
listened to three Media Studies staff 
describing what it’s like to study the subject 
at university. Some of us asked the staff 
some questions that we thought about 
beforehand to the staff. I didn’t find the 
courage to ask my question, but I didn’t mind 
as I wasn’t a good speaker in front of such a 
large group of people.

Next, the university students organized a 
discussion about Media studies topics. All of 
us in the audience were given the chance to 
vote on certain things. It was very interesting 
to see that people shared so many opinions. 
After the discussion, we were divided into 
teams for our projects.

Each team had to create something to show 
all the other teams. One group made a radio 
news report, and another produced a sad 
documentary. My team performed a short 
drama about robots. Everyone worked really 
hard, and the results were fantastic. The day 
allowed me to try out something completely 
different and get an idea of how exciting it is 
to take Media Studies at university.

56. What does the writer say about visiting
the university?

A) She didn’t like that the tour was short.

B) It was interesting that the university had a
TV studio.

C) She was impressed by the facilities.

D) She met some very helpful students there.

E) She expected the university to be smaller.

57. During the ‘Question and Answer‘
session, she__________.

A) was worried that her question was silly

B) wasn’t chosen to speak

C) forgot to prepare a question

D) was uncomfortable with public speaking

E) was shocked that her friends asked so
many questions

58. When the students were asked to vote,
she noticed that _____.

A) there weren’t various topics

B) they agreed on most of the things

C) people decided not to vote on some
subjects

D) some of them had to think a lot about how
to vote

E) the topics were prepared by a professional
team

59. What does she say about the projects?

A) It was difficult to choose projects.

B) People reacted badly to her group’s
project.

C) Her group’s project was the most
interesting one.

D) One group made a documentary about
radio news.

E) Each group put a lot of effort into their
projects.
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60. What might she tell her parents about the
Media Studies day?

A) It was a pity that the results of the projects
weren’t as great as I had expected.

B) The best thing about it was that I laughed a
lot.

C) The Media Studies day was good fun, but I
liked the team activity most.

D) After our trip to the university, I may want
to become a student in Media Studies
department.

E) The Media Studies day was great, but I
didn’t have a chance to explore new things.

Answer Key

1. C
2. A
3. A
4. B
5. A
6. D
7. C
8. E
9. E

10. D
11. A
12. C
13. B
14. A
15. C
16. C
17. A
18. B
19. B
20. E
21. E
22. B
23. A
24. A
25. D
26. A
27. E
28. E
29. D
30. A
31. E
32. B
33. D
34. E
35. E
36. A
37. D
38. B
39. C
40. B
41. A
42. C
43. B
44. E

45. A
46. C
47. C
48. B
49. E
50. A
51. B
52. D
53. B
54. E
55. A
56. C
57. D
58. B
59. E
60. D




